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Rationale

• Are Bennu and Ryugu spectrally similar?
– Compare color spectra from multispectral 

images to assess spectral slope differences
– Search for potential absorption features

• Investigate global/regional color diversity.
– Which features show the most color 

variations on both asteroids?
– Compare the amplitude of the color 

variations between the two asteroids.

Note: calibration & photometric model are preliminary



Preliminary color map of asteroid Ryugu

• We used images from ONC-T (Optical Navigation 
Camera) at 2 m/pixel from July 12.

• Images in 7 color filters acquired were processed 
and corrected using a preliminary photometric 
correction (Lommel-Seeliger) to generate a 
global map

• Also created color sets with frames aligned in 
camera space (images with less distortions)

RGB color composite of Ryugu
(Red=W, Green=V, Blue=B)



Approach phase color map of asteroid Bennu

• We used images from OCAMS MapCam
at 12 m/pixel from November 04-09.

• Images in 4 color filters acquired were 
processed to create a preliminary global 
color map. Brightness adjusted with 
phase function correction.

• Also created color sets with frames 
aligned (images registered to geometric 
backplanes and aligned color frames 
with no resampling)

RGB color composite of Bennu
(Red=W, Green=V, Blue=B’)



Global map of Ryugu

Color data from July 12 observations during proximity phase at 2 m/pixel. RGB color 
composite using filters W (700 nm), X (860 nm), and P (950 nm). 



Global map of Ryugu

Same RGB map after photometric correction using modified Lommel-Seeliger model



Global map of Ryugu

Slope between the V (550 nm) and P (950 nm) bands relative to average value. Global
mosaic using 11 color stations. Material at the equatorial ridge has a more negative
slope in the visible compare to the global average value.



Global map of Ryugu

Global map of 0.7 microns band depth after photometric corrections. At this
resolution (2 m/pixel), no absorption feature was detected globally.



Global map of Bennu

Color data from November 04-09 observations during approach phase. RGB color composite 
using filters W (698 nm), V (550 nm), and B (473 nm). No photometric corrections.



Global map of Bennu

Color data from November 04-09 observations during approach phase. RGB color composite 
using filters W (698 nm), V (550 nm), and B (473 nm). Correction with a phase function.



Global map of Bennu

Global map of 0.7 microns band depth. At this resolution 10m/pixel), no absorption feature was detected globally.



Global map of Bennu

Global map of 0.55 microns band depth. At this resolution (10 m/pixel), potential absorption feature observed
globally but stronger on the dark spots (dark boulders).



Global map of Bennu

Global map of PolyCam images from the approach phase at 2 m/pixel.



Here are three color parameters showing the slope parameters: b/v, v/x, b/x. The
most interesting feature here is the low albedo spot corresponding to a big boulder.

Color ratio images (Bennu)



Here are the three color parameters showing the distinctive “darker” equatorial
ridge: w/v, p/v, actual slope v-p.

Color ratio images (Ryugu)



Comparison of color spectra

Color spectra in I/F absolute values (left) and normalized at 550 nm (right) for
asteroid Bennu global average and biggest dark spot.



Comparison of color spectra

Color spectra in I/F absolute values (left) and normalized at 550 nm (right) for
asteroid Ryugu global average, mid-latitudes terrain and equatorial ridge terrain
showing a progressive and subtle decrease of B-P slope (blueing).



Color properties of surface features

• Asteroid Bennu seems to have greater amplitude of albedo variations between the 
very dark boulders and the brighter rocks (more analysis needed).

• No strong absorption features on Ryugu but one possible band at 550 nm for 
Bennu that could be due to the presence of magnetite.

• No 0.7 microns absorption (hydrated minerals) feature detected in multiband 
images for Ryugu or Bennu

• Most color differences are seen in color ratios/spectral slope for Bennu and Ryugu:

- bluer slope at the equatorial ridge on Ryugu than the average surface material with a 
red slope (fresher material with slightly brighter reflectance?). Boulder Otohime has 
the bluest slope (see Tatsumi et al. )

- redder slope on the dark material spots on Bennu and global average with a blue 
color spectrum


